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I. Abstract 

 

 The tropical rainforest of Biosphere 2 is unique in being a rainforest under controlled 

conditions in a materially sealed environment equipped with extensive laser absorption 

spectroscopy (LAS) sampling instrumentation.  Air samples taken from soil, plants, and the 

atmosphere in the rainforest are fed into the LAS system where CO2 and δ13C concentrations are 

determined at high precision at 1 hertz, providing for massive datasets.  The past year has been 

spent performing maintenance and improvements to this system and its sources; however, focus 

has shifted in the last six months to the automation of processing of these datasets into graphs 

through the creation of a data analysis pipeline.  Coding was primarily done in Perl and graphing 

scripts were created in JSL (JMP Scripting Language). 

 

 

II. Background 

 

Carbon sequestration and allocation in ecosystems has grown to be a major field of 

research in the context of global climate change.  Terrestrial carbon sequestration helps offset 

human emissions, but based on the changes in annual increase seen on the Keeling curve, it is 

known that the amount of anthropogenic carbon subject to terrestrial uptake varies strongly on a 

year-to-year basis (Keeling et al. 1995).  Understanding how carbon cycles through ecosystems 

will help to increase our understanding of this annual variation. 

 Recent developments in laser absorption spectroscopy (LAS, Wehr et al. 2013) have 

made it the foremost method for determining gas content, allowing for absolute quantitative 

measurements of concentrations of gas species at 1 hertz.  For this reason, LAS is highly 

applicable to this area of carbon research with the potential to lead to a revolution in our 

understanding of carbon sequestration.  The tropical rainforest at Biosphere 2 is the only 

rainforest in the world under controlled conditions in a materially sealed environment, and it is 

equipped with LAS instrumentation, thus it is the only rainforest where these kinds of 

experiments are possible. Broadly, my intent was to utilize the Biosphere 2 tropical rainforest in 

conjunction with my background in mathematics and integrated sciences to collect, synthesize, 

and analyze carbon LAS data to ultimately help better our understanding of the fate of carbon in 



 

ecosystems. I feel I have accomplished this over the past year through aiding in the upkeep and 

improvement of gas sampling equipment in the rainforest as well as in programming a data 

analysis pipeline to automate the synthesis of raw data into graphs. 

 

 

III. Gathering Carbon Data in the Tropical Rainforest of Biosphere 2 

 

Barring the fact that Tucson lacks local rainforests, data gathering at Biosphere 2 has a 

number of notable advantages over traditional sampling at outdoor sites.  B2 is a closed system 

with an extremely small atmosphere to biosphere ratio, allowing for precise control of 

atmospheric composition and climate.  Conditions can be changed to mimic various real world 

scenarios – carbon and other gas concentrations can be adjusted as desired on the scale of the 

entire atmosphere.  Much of the sampling is automated and data output is onsite in real time, 

providing instant feedback and a high level of quality control for increasingly large datasets. 

Air samples for LAS detection of carbon are taken from three general sources within the 

rainforest biome: soil chambers, branch bags, and the atmosphere.  The LAS system 

automatically cycles through these sources, sampling the carbon dioxide and “labeled” isotopic 

carbon (δ13C) content of air pumped in every second over four or six minute intervals depending 

on the source.  These raw measured concentrations are later calibrated relative to NOAA gas 

standards.  Key components of the system include KNF air pumps that pull the air from the 

sources through ¼” Dekoron tubing, feeding into a Valco valve system that works in conjunction 

with a custom designed electronic control system to alternate valves linking to the soil sampling 

locations.  

The program TeamViewer is used for remote desktop sharing and file transfer with the 

computer linked to the LAS system.  While TeamViewer provides for offsite monitoring of raw 

data and control over some of the electronics, periodic upkeep onsite is crucial with such an 

extensive system in an abrasive environment.  Maintenance and improvement of various 

elements in the LAS system was my primary undertaking during my time in the Biosphere 2 

rainforest.  For the system as a whole, I assisted with the calibration of air fluxes, changing of 

gas standards, swapping out faulty pumps, and monitoring sampling output; however, much of 

my focus was on the sources – particularly the soil chambers and branch bags. 



 

A. Soil Chambers  

 

Soil chambers are shallowly implanted in the ground in five locations throughout the 

rainforest.  Each consists of a metal ring 14 inches in diameter surrounding a portion of soil that 

is kept exposed to sunlight, rainfall, leaf litter, and other ambient conditions of the rainforest 

aside from when sampling occurs.  This is to ensure that the soil chemistry remains similar to 

nearby soil.  Chambers are covered during sampling in aim to standardize soil respiration and 

minimize eddying of air inside the chamber, which can decrease precision in the data.   

Fully automated soil chambers are a relatively recent addition to the rainforest, an 

upgrade from chambers that required manually maneuvering a portable LAS system along 

boardwalks and placing an attached lid on each individual chamber to take samples.  The new 

chambers have lids that are automatically lowered and raised, programmable as needed, with 

tubing that feeds air directly into the central LAS instrument and returns the air to the chamber.  

This provides for a closed loop system that keeps constant pressure in the chamber during 

sampling.  Metal flags attached to the chamber lids enter into optical sensors to detect when 

chamber lids are open, closed, or midway.  If both sensors are filled or if the sensors do not 

change configuration when the chamber is sent a command to open or close, the software will 

read ‘fault’.  

These chambers operate independently as long as everything proceeds smoothly; but 

excessive moisture, falling branches, and mud, among other things, commonly cause problems.  

Metal lines connected to the winches used to pull the lids open and lower them closed would 

often break and need restringing.  I later replaced these with doubled fishing line that so far 

seems to be more resilient to twisting.  As one might expect, water and mud do not mix well with 

optical sensors.  Rainfall and splashing mud can falsely trip the sensors leading to a fault reading, 

so cleaning these sensors would sometimes fix the problem.  Similarly, the pivots for the metal 

flags on a couple of the chambers would routinely get caked with mud and require cleaning or 

reshaping altogether in order for them to move properly into the optical sensors. 

 

 

 

 



 

B. Branch Bags 

 

Branch bags are relatively simple in design compared to the soil chambers, consisting of 

plastic bags containing portions of branches of select species with a fan that serves to inflate the 

bags and keep temperatures and airflow somewhat consistent with the surroundings.  Keeping 

positive pressure in the bags via the fans is important, as air is likewise pulled through tubing 

into the LAS instrument.  Bags are clamped to branches or stems and suspended by string to 

minimize stress on the plants.  Despite such attempts to keep leaves inside the bags healthy, they 

typically wilt after three to four months.  When this occurs, bags require changing onto another 

set of leaves of the same species.  The reason for increased leaf aging within the bags is 

unknown up to this time. 

 

C. Atmosphere 

 

Open-air samples are taken from four sources at varying altitudes in aim to elucidate 

carbon cycling in the system as a whole.  The altitudes include 3, 7, 13, and 20 meters off the 

ground in a relatively clear spot near the center of the rainforest.  Tubing is attached to a tower 

that is also equipped with anemometers to detect eddying of air at the different heights.  No 

maintenance involving the atmospheric air sources was necessary in the duration of my time 

onsite in the rainforest. 

 

 

IV. Automating Data Synthesis 

 

 My role in the research at Biosphere 2 shifted to programming in this last semester.  The 

vast amounts of raw sampling data produced and stored in the LAS system require a number of 

alterations in order to be interpretable for analysis.  This used to be a labor-intensive process 

aided by JMP, a spreadsheet and graphing program, where calculations, source labeling and 

sorting were performed by copy-and-pasting formulas and manually merging spreadsheets prior 

to graphing.  I sought to create a data analysis pipeline to streamline this process.  Programs were 

coded in Perl (code shown at end of document) for fast runtimes and linked together with a 



 

UNIX shell script to simplify running the programs as a set while keeping them modular, and 

JSL (JMP Scripting Language) was used to automate graphing in JMP. 

 

 
Data Analysis Pipeline Flowchart (Created using VUE) 

 

 

Raw LAS data from all sources is pooled over multiple days to weeks per data file with 

no distinction between sources, only second-by-second timestamps in Macintosh format from 

when each sample is taken. This yields datasets on the order of millions of rows, perfect for Perl.  

A log of what source is active at a particular time is kept in a separate file with a standard 

human-readable text date and time format.  Thus, these two file types must eventually be merged 

by matching consistently-formatted timestamps in order to link data points to their sources.  

Before this occurs, the log file is relabeled to be more easily interpretable with readable titles for 

the sources matched to the recorded configuration shown by the system at the time of sampling 

and added in a new column.  The timestamp of the log file is also converted into Unix format in 

a new column.  The tableTagger program executes these log file manipulations.  Calculations 

are performed on the LAS data file or files by the qcl program to convert the raw data into actual 

concentrations for CO2, δ13C, and isotopic oxygen (δ18O) based on the NOAA standards and 

averaged over 15 second intervals.  These are added to three new columns with 1/CO2 calculated 

in a fourth. 

 

 

 



 

Raw LAS data to be read into qcl appears as: 

 

 
 

Where source time is the time in second from January 1st, 1904 and the columns Data 1 through 

5 are the raw absorptions of light for 12C16O16O, 12C17O16O, 12C16O18O, 13C16O16O, and 12C16O16O, 

the main isotopologues of carbon dioxide.  Column calculations are performed in the following 

order: 

 

• [CO2] = 2.0567406 + 0.0009653 * Data1 + 0.00000000001073 * (Data1 - 427582)2, 

derived from the measurements of five standard tanks calibrated by the National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Earth System Research Laboratory. 

• 1/[CO2] = 1/([CO2] column) 

• [δ13C] = (((Data4 * 0.01106) / (Data1 * 0.9842)) / 0.0111797 - 1) * 1000 * 1.0335364 

+ 7.8594855 

• [δ18O] = ((((Data3 * 0.0039471) / (Data1 * 0.9842)) / 2) / 0.0020052 - 1) * 1000 * 

1.0371363 + 11.669483 

• 15 data point sets averaged for each concentration column and put in three new 

columns. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The following columns result from the raw LAS data above and are appended to the original file: 

 

!"#$ !%&"#$ !'%() !'%*+ !,-."#$ !,-.%&"#$ !,-.%() !,-.'%*+
/0/12(% 0100%3* 4(31$(55 4661/26%
/0/12(/ 0100%3* 4(31%35( 466166%3
/0/12%( 0100%3* 4(31%%(2 46616066
/0/12($ 0100%3* 4(31$2/2 46616%*$
/0/1/23 0100%3* 4(31%%$( 46616(56
/0/1/3/ 0100%3* 4(31%(/2 4661(6*2
/0/12%6 0100%3* 4(31$(5/ 46616(2(
/0/125( 0100%3* 4(31($3( 4661/2(6
/0/126* 0100%3* 4(31$%$ 4661/(6(
/0/1/36 0100%3* 4(31(6%2 4661622/
/0/126 0100%3* 4(31$*$* 4661/(3%
/0/12$ 0100%3* 4(31(%03 46616*3/
/0/12$2 0100%3* 4(31$66( 4661/02*
/0/1266 0100%3* 4(31(2*( 46612$0/
/0/12$5 0100%3* 4(31(6$$ 4661/%$5 /0/12$6 0100%35* 4(31$6*5 46616*/2  

 

Source data from the log files to be read into tableTagger appears as: 

 
00006  10/11/13  12:32:00  V   492   1968   0  7  3  1N  OFOFO 

 

00007  10/11/13  12:36:00  V   491   1963   0  8  3  1N  OFOFO 

 

00008  10/11/13  12:42:00  F   487   1947   0  1  3  1N  OFCFO 

 

00009  10/11/13  12:48:00  F   482   1929   0  1  5  3N  OFCFC 

 

00010  10/11/13  12:54:00  F   478   1910   0  1  0  5N  OFOFC 

 

The two major operations that occur in tableTagger are: 



 

• Time conversion into Unix time using the formula  

$uTime = timelocal($time[2],$time[1],$time[0],$date[1] ,$date[0]-1,$date[2]) 

• Source matching function (makes up the majority of the tableTagger code that is shown 

at the end of the document) 

The transformed data is shown here: 

 

 
 

 The files are now ready to be joined via the tableJoiner program.  The 15-second 

averages from the LAS data file are extracted, timestamp-matched, and appended row-by-row to 

the log file.  With four and six minute intervals, rows of the log file are duplicated either 16 or 24 

times relative to the number of rows of averaged LAS data added per row in the log file.  For 

instance, the top row of the tagged table above marks the beginning of a four minute interval and 

is duplicated 16 times before averaged LAS data is appended: 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

The following averaged LAS data columns are joined to the log data above: 

 

 
 

The joined file is imported into JMP and the JSL script jmpPostJoining is used to add 

new columns to partition and subsequently graph the data.  The text of this script is about 30 

pages in length and thus is not attached to the document, but the script along with examples of 

tables and graphs it produces in JMP are available upon request (jonkroc@email.arizona.edu or 

corkkroc@gmail.com).  The first set of newly created columns include numerical representations 

for time of year in two-month increments; time of day with five general phases per day that 

change relative to time of year: midnight to dawn, dawn to late morning, late morning to dusk, 

dusk to late evening, and late evening to midnight; and a 60-second lag column used to eliminate 

the first minute of noisy sampling data when the system switches to a new source.  From these, 

columns are generated to label data with respect to times of interest for certain individual sources 

and groups of sources – from daybreak until between 8 and 10 depending on the time of year for 

the aggregated atmospheric source data as well as the aggregated branch bag data, when 



 

respiration is predominate, and from sunrise to shortly before solar noon for individual soil 

chambers.  Columns are also created to calculate logarithmic fractionation found from taking the 

base-10 logarithms of the concentration values for CO2, δ13C, and δ18O relative to their respective 

initial concentrations values given by the first value of each for a particular time window from all 

sources.  After a three second time delay that ensures columns are fully populated, graphs are 

created with respect to the source groupings and the logarithm columns for the isotopes versus 

CO2, and trendlines along with their equations are given for analysis.  Three sample graphs 

output in JMP are shown below.  

 

Bivariate Fit of d13C By 1/CO2 All Samples-30sec=BB Mid Hib, DOY of 
TRF1126_1130=333, TOD=3 

 
 

 
 
Linear Fit 
d13C = -43.83008 + 16711.309*1/CO2 
 

 This graph corresponds to carbon data sampled from a hibiscus branch bag.  This type of 

graph is often referred to as a Keeling plot and serves to estimate the isotopic composition of 

CO2 leaving the source, an index for carbon respiration.  Extrapolating from the carbon isotope 

composition of sampled air, the intercept of the trendline along the δ13C axis is an approximation 



 

of the carbon isotope composition of the source.  The Keeling plot method is governed by the 

conservation of mass, in that the carbon concentrations sampled reflect the mixture of 

atmospheric carbon concentration with variable carbon added by the source or sources.  This 

method can be employed on small scales such as in this instance or scaled up to estimate 

respiration of the ecosystem as a whole. 

 
 

Bivariate Fit of log(d13C/d13Co) By log(CO2/CO2o) All Samples-30sec=BB 
Mid Cissus, DOY=323, TOD=2 

 
 

 
 
Linear Fit 
log(d13C/d13Co) = 0.0007938 - 0.0122993*log(CO2/CO2o) 
 
  

The aim of these log-log graphs shown above and below is to extract the Rayleigh 

fractionation factor, the ratio of the two logarithmic ratios, which is given by the slope of the 

trendline.  This value elucidates how photosynthesis of the source (leaf or whole ecosystem) 

discriminates against δ13C of CO2 again stemming from the mass balance of stable isotopes.  In 

analysis, combining these values with the source isotopic composition from Keeling plots 

illustrates the ebb and flow between respiration and photosynthesis in the carbon cycle. 



 

Bivariate Fit of log(d18O/d18Oo) By log(CO2/CO2o) All Samples-30sec=BB 
Mid Cissus, DOY=323, TOD=2 

 
 

 
 
Linear Fit 
log(d18O/d18Oo) = -0.000268 - 0.0069638*log(CO2/CO2o) 
 
 

V. Running the Pipeline 

  

 The three Perl programs have been compiled into applications using Platypus software 

and currently only run on Mac.  First, ensure that the raw LAS data and log file are in .txt format 

with unix line breaks and Western (Mac OS Roman) encoding, which can be set when 

resaving the file.  For qcl and tableTagger, drag and drop the corresponding text files onto the 

application.  Processing may take up to a minute or two for large datasets in qcl.  Currently, an 

error is thrown if the final line of the log file is incomplete, but this does not affect the tagging of 

the other lines.  The modified files will be added to the location of the original and appear as 

either <original file name>_qcl.txt or <original file name>_trf.txt. 

 Next, the two modified files to be joined should be put in the same folder, and the folder 

should be otherwise empty.  Drag and drop the folder onto tableJoiner, and after a few moments 

the joined file will be accessible in that same folder.  The title of the joined file will be the 



 

combined names of the files it originated from.  Do not attempt to re-run tableJoiner on the same 

folder unless the joined file is removed.  The joined file is now ready for import into JMP.  If 

multiple data files are open in JMP, ensure that the joined file is set as ‘current data file’ on the 

upper right corner of the JMP home window.  Open jmpPostJoining in JMP and click ‘run 

script’.  Columns should be created and populated almost instantly and graph windows should 

pop up after several seconds. 

 

 

VII. Conclusion 

 

Working onsite and offsite in the tropical rainforest of Biosphere 2 has been an exceptional 

research opportunity, ideal as an extension of my broad range of study in mathematics and 

integrated sciences.  “Lab” work on this scale was more engrossing and informative than I’ve 

experienced in any other context and the programming that I performed was an excellent foyer 

into the field of bioinformatics.  With a long-term drought experiment on the horizon for the 

Biosphere 2 rainforest, which will be the largest of its kind ever performed, I believe that my 

work streamlining data gathering and analysis in the rainforest most importantly will have a 

lasting impact and ultimately contribute toward accelerating climate change research, a topic I 

feel is of utmost importance. 
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qcl.pl 
 
use warnings; 
use Encode; 
use Encode::Guess qw/euc-jp shiftjis 7bit-jis/; 
 
open(Data,"$ARGV[0]") or die "Can't open $ARGV[0]: $!"; 
@invCO2 = (); 
@co2 = (); 
@d13c = (); 
@d18o = (); 
$count =0; 
open (OUT,  ">$ARGV[0]_qcl.txt"); 
print OUT "Source Time\t Data1\t Data2\t Data3\t Data4\t Data5\t DOY\t CO2\t 1/CO2\t d13c\t 
d18o\t avgCO2\t avg1/CO2\t avg13c\t avgd18o\t\n" ; 
while (<Data>){ 
 $_ = decode("Guess", $_) or die "Can't Decode $ARGV[0]: $!"; 
 chomp($_); 
 @cols = split(/\t/, $_); 
 if($count == 0){} 
 else{ 
  $cOTemp = (2.0567406+ .0009653 * $cols[1]); 
  $cOTemp = $cOTemp + (.00000000001073 * ($cols[1]-427582 )^2); 
  $cTemp = ((($cols[4]* 0.01106)/($cols[1] * 0.9842)) / 0.0111797 - 1) * 1000 * 
1.0335364 + 7.8594855; 
  $oTemp = (((($cols[3] * 0.0039471) / ($cols[1] * 0.9842)) / 2) / 0.0020052 - 1) * 
1000 * 1.0371363 + 11.669483; 
  $invCTemp = 1/$cOTemp ; 
   
  foreach $token(@cols){ 
   print OUT "$token\t"; 
  } 
  print OUT "0\t$cOTemp\t$invCTemp\t $cTemp\t $oTemp\t"; 
  push(@invCO2,$invCTemp); 
  push(@co2, $cOTemp); 
  push(@d13c, $cTemp); 
  push(@d18o, $oTemp); 
  if($count%15==0){ 
   print "COUNT=" . $count."\n"; 
   for ($j=0;$j<=$#invCO2;$j++){ 
    $avginvCO2 += $invCO2[$j]; 
    $avgco2 += $co2[$j]; 
    $avgd13c+= $d13c[$j]; 
    $avgd18o+= $d18o[$j]; 
   } 
   $avginvCO2 = $avginvCO2/15; 



 

   $avgco2 = $avgco2/15 ; 
   $avgd13c = $avgd13c/15; 
   $avgd18o = $avgd18o/15; 
   print OUT "$avgco2\t$avginvCO2\t$avgd13c\t$avgd18o \n"; 
    
    
   #print OUT "". ($avgco2) . "\t". ($avginvCO2/15) . "\t" .($avgd13c/15) . 
"\t". ($avgd18o/15) . "\t\n"; 
   @invCO2 = (); 
   @co2 = (); 
   @d13c = (); 
   @d18o = ();   
  } 
  else{ 
   print OUT "\t\t\t\n"; 
   } 
 } 
 $count++; 
} 
close OUT; 
 
 
 
 
tableTagger.pl 
 
use warnings; 
use Encode; 
use utf8; 
use Time::Local; 
require Encode::Detect; 
 
 
open (OUT, ">$ARGV[0]_trf.txt"); 
 
open (Data,"$ARGV[0]") or die; 
while(<Data>){ 
 $temp = decode('Detect', $_) or die "Can't Decode $_: $!"; 
 if($temp =~ m/^[0-9]/){ 
  chomp ($temp);  
  @cols = split(/\t/, $temp); 
  @time = split(/\:/,$cols[2] ); 
  @date = split(/\//,$cols[1] ); 
  $uTime = timelocal($time[2],$time[1],$time[0],$date[1] ,$date[0]-1,$date[2]);  
  $uTime =  $uTime -(1380610801-3463430401); 
  print  OUT "$uTime\t";  



 

  if($cols[9]=~ m/\Q0*/){ 
   if($cols[6]== 1){ 
    if($cols[7]eq""){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";} 
    else{ 
    if($cols[7]==1){ print OUT $temp ."\tBB Mid Hib\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==2){ print OUT $temp ."\tOL OutBag\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==3){  print OUT $temp ."\tBB OL Ptero\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==4){  print OUT $temp ."\tTRF 3m\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==5){  print OUT $temp ."\tTRF 13m\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==6){  print OUT $temp ."\tWS2\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==7){  print OUT $temp ."\tWS3\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==8){  print OUT $temp ."\tWS4\n";} 
    } 
   } 
   if($cols[6]== 2){print OUT $temp ."\tBB Mid Clitora\n";} 
   if($cols[6]== 3){print OUT $temp ."\tTRF 7m\n";} 
   if($cols[6]== 4){print OUT $temp ."\tBB Mid Cissus\n";} 
   if($cols[6]== 5){print OUT $temp ."\tBB Top Clitora\n";} 
   if($cols[6]== 6){print OUT $temp ."\tTRF 20m\n";} 
   if($cols[6]== 7){print OUT $temp ."\tBB Top Cissus\n";} 
   if($cols[6]== 8){print OUT $temp ."\tOutside Air\n";} 
   if($cols[6]== 9){print OUT $temp ."\tCabinet Air\n";} 
   if($cols[6]== 16){  
    if($cols[7]==1){ print OUT $temp ."\tBB Mid Hib\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==2){ print OUT $temp ."\tOL OutBag\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==3){  print OUT $temp ."\tBB OL Ptero\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==4){  print OUT $temp ."\tTRF 3m\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==5){  print OUT $temp ."\tTRF 13m\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==6){  print OUT $temp ."\tWS2\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==7){  print OUT $temp ."\tWS3\n";} 
    if($cols[7]==8){  print OUT $temp ."\tWS4\n";} 
    if($cols[7]eq""){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";} 
   } 
   if($cols[6]== 18){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";} 
   if($cols[6]== 19){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";} 
   if($cols[6]eq""){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";} 
   if($cols[6]!= 1 && $cols[6] != 2 && $cols[6]!= 3 && $cols[6] != 4 && 
$cols[6] != 5 &&  $cols[6] != 6 &&  $cols[6] != 7 && $cols[6] != 8 &&  $cols[6] != 9 && 
$cols[6] != 16 && $cols[6] != 18 && $cols[6] != 19){ 
    print OUT $temp ."\t\n"; 
   } 
 
  } 
     
 if($cols[9]=~ m/\Q1N/){ 
  if($cols[7]== 7){ 



 

   if($cols[8]== 0){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";} 
   if($cols[8]== 1){print OUT $temp ."\tSC1\n";} 
   if($cols[8]== 2){print OUT $temp ."\tSC2\n";} 
   if($cols[8]== 3){print OUT $temp ."\tSC3\n";} 
   if($cols[8]== 5){print OUT $temp ."\tSC5\n";} 
   if($cols[8]eq""){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";}  
  } 
  else{print OUT $temp ."\t\n" ;} 
 } 
 if($cols[9]=~ m/\Q2N/){ 
  if($cols[8]== 0){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 1){print OUT $temp ."\tSC1\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 2){print OUT $temp ."\tSC2\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 3){print OUT $temp ."\tSC3\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 5){print OUT $temp ."\tSC5\n";} 
  if($cols[8]eq""){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";} 
  if($cols[8]!= 0 && $cols[8]!= 1 && $cols[8]!= 2 && $cols[8]!= 3 && 
$cols[8]!= 5){ 
   print OUT $temp ."\t\n" ; 
  } 
 } 
 if($cols[9]=~ m/\Q3N/){ 
  if($cols[8]== 0){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 1){print OUT $temp ."\tSC1\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 2){print OUT $temp ."\tSC2\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 3){print OUT $temp ."\tSC3\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 5){print OUT $temp ."\tSC5\n";} 
  if($cols[8]eq""){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";}  
  if($cols[8]!= 0 && $cols[8]!= 1 && $cols[8]!= 2 && $cols[8]!= 3 && 
$cols[8]!= 5){ 
   print OUT $temp ."\t\n" ; 
  } 
 } 
 if($cols[9]=~ m/\Q5N/){ 
  if($cols[8]== 0 ){print OUT $temp ."\tBB Mid Hib\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 1){print OUT $temp ."\tSC1\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 2){print OUT $temp ."\tSC2\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 3){print OUT $temp ."\tSC3\n";} 
  if($cols[8]== 5){print OUT $temp ."\tSC5\n";} 
  if($cols[8]eq"" ){print OUT $temp ."\t\n";}  
  if($cols[8]!= 0 && $cols[8]!= 1 && $cols[8]!= 2 && $cols[8]!= 3 && 
$cols[8]!= 5){ 
   print OUT $temp ."\t\n" ; 
  } 
 } 



 

 if($cols[9]!~ m/\Q0*/ && $cols[9]!~ m/\Q5N/ && $cols[9]!~ m/\Q1N/ && $cols[9]!~ 
m/\Q2N/ && $cols[9]!~ m/\Q3N/){ 
  print OUT $temp ."\t\n" ; 
 } 
 } 
  
} 
 
 
 
 
 
tableJoiner.pl 
 
use warnings; 
use Encode; 
use utf8; 
use Time::Local; 
require Encode::Detect; 
 
opendir(Dir, $ARGV[0]); 
while ( $file = readdir Dir){ 
 if( $file =~ /\Q_trf/ ){ 
  print "Trf = $file\n"; 
  $fourFile = $file; 
  $count++; 
 } 
 if( $file =~ /\Q_qcl/){ 
  print "qcl = $file\n"; 
  $fifFile = $file; 
 } 
} 
 
 
open (OUT, ">$ARGV[0]/$fourFile"."_$fifFile"); 
print OUT "Converted Unix Time Source Source Time  Data1  Data2  Data3  Data4  Data5  
DOY  CO2  1/CO2  d13c  d18o  avgCO2  avg1/CO2  avg13c  avgd18o\n"; 
 
open (fifData,"$ARGV[0]/$fifFile") or die; 
open (fourData, "$ARGV[0]/$fourFile") or die 
 
@fifPulled = (); 
@fourPulled = (); 
 
 
while(<fifData>){ 



 

 $temp = decode('Detect', $_) or die "Can't Decode $_: $!"; 
 chomp ($temp);  
 @cols = split(/\t/, $temp); 
 if(exists($cols[11])  ){ 
  if( !($cols[11] eq" avgCO2") ){push(@fifPulled, $_);} 
 } 
} 
@cols = split(/\t/, $fifPulled[0]); 
$cur = $cols[0]; 
 
$count =0 ; 
 
 
while(<fourData>){ 
 $temp = decode('Detect', $_) or die "Can't Decode $_: $!";  
 #print OUT $temp; 
 chomp ($temp);  
 @cols = split(/\t/, $temp); 
 if( $cols[0] > $cur ){ 
  push(@fourPulled, $temp); 
#  print OUT $temp; 
 } 
  
} 
  
 
@cols = split(/\t/, $fifPulled[0]); 
$cur = $cols[0]; 
$count =0 ; 
  
 for ($i =0; $i<=$#fourPulled ; $i++){ 
   @cols = split(/\t/, $fourPulled[$i]); 
   if($cur<$cols[0]  && exists($fifPulled[$count+1]) && exists($fourPulled[$i+1]) ){ 
  while($cur<$cols[0]){ 
  #print OUT $fourPulled[$i] . $cur. "\n" ;  
     $count++; 
     @cols3 = split(/\t/, $fifPulled[$count]); 
     $cur = $cols3[0]; 
     } 
      
    }       
    if($cur>$cols[0] && exists($fifPulled[$count+1]) && exists($fourPulled[$i+1])){ 
     #print "echo\n"; 
       if(exists($fourPulled[$i+1]) && exists($fifPulled[$count+1])){ 
       @cols2 = split(/\t/, $fourPulled[$i+1]);  
     



 

       while($cur<$cols2[0] && exists($fifPulled[$count+1])){ 
        print OUT $fourPulled[$i] . "\t $fifPulled[$count]" ;  
        $count++;        
        @cols3 = split(/\t/, $fifPulled[$count]);      
   
     $cur = $cols3[0]; 
       } 
        
     } 
      
    }       
 } 




